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Africa Reunite or Perish is a daring and timely book that explores the
essence and nefariousness of neocolonialism in a purportedly
independent Africa. The book shows how Africa spends billions of
dollars in pseudo threats among African countries due to colonially-
entrenched fear and war mongering. The book is emphatic on
deconstruction and decolonisation as a categorical imperative for the
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reunification of Africa beyond the narrow confines of current nation
states. Mhango takes a diagnostic-cum-prognostic approach in
discussing Africa's predicaments, and in identifying and proposing
solutions to problems confronting Africans. The book ascertains
Africa's untapped potentials by proving how Africa can live without the
infamy of excruciating dependency and beggarliness. It makes a
compelling case for African unity beyond the tokenism of officialdom. It
prescribes a truly pan-African driven reunification of Africa as the only
means of reclaiming the glory she used to enjoy before she was
savagely partitioned.


